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KEMAItKS 

Claims 1-63 were pending in the application. Claims 1-63 were rejected. By the present 

amendment, claims 1,6,14,17-19, 50 and 61-63 are amended and claims 4,5,12,13,16,29, 

51,57-58 and 60 are canceled- 

Claim Rejections 

TTie claim rejections under 35 U-S.C, 102(b) over Ishihara et al. ("Ishihaia 1996") and 

imder 35 U-S.C 102(e) over Basu et al. ("Basu"); and imder 35 U-S.C. 103(a) over Ishihara et al. 

or Basu in view of Shintaloi et al. ("Shintatoi"). Schnh et al. ("Schuh") or Ishihara et al. 

("Ishihaia 1995") are noted. 

In ordCT to amplify the issues for the present prosecution, the Applicant proposes to 

focus on a paiticiaar embodiment of the present invention, namely constrained sinteriug of 

electrophoretically deposited ceramic materials on a non-shrinking substrate. The claims have 

been amended accordingly. 

As described in the appUcation, in particular at page 4, line 8 to page 5, line 8; page 13, 

line 34 to page 14, line 3; page 17, line 10 to page 18, line U; and page 21, lines U-27, the 

Applicants have found that a green ceramic coating may be deposited on a non-shrinking (e.g., 

sintered) porous substrate by EPD of a suspension of particles of the ceramic material having a 

certain concentration and size distribution in a Uquid medium of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) on the 

substrate using a ramped voltage profile. The coated substrate is then dried and sintered in an 

inert or reducing atmosphere. The resulting product is a porous substrate wiHi a uniform and 

intact densified gas-tight membrane suitable for use as an electrode/electrolyte structure in a fuel 

cdl or gas separation device. 

As noted in the application, coating uniformity and cracking of the deposited ceramic 

material during drying of the deposited suspension or during constrained sintering, where the 

dimensions of the substrate do not change but the coating shrinks, have been problems in the art. 

In different approaches, Basu and Ishihara 1996 and Basu address these problem and other issues 

including the cost and efficiency of such processing methods. 

Ishihara 1996 teaches a technique for forming dense YSZ films on porous sintered (non- 

shrinking) substrates with an EPD method using ketone (e.g„ acetylacetone or acetone)/l2 

solution as a solvent A constant voltege is used m the EPD and multiple separate deposition and 

^tering steps and required to form the film. 

Basu acknowledges Ishihara 1996 (see coL 2, lines 39-59), notes the drawbacks of that 

approach. Basu proposes an alternate technique mvolving EPD of a suspension of ceramic 
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in acetic add (s« col. 5.      66 «. coL 6, Unc 8; and coL ^.^l^f> » » 

^Sy conducive ^31 h^l.^. .n partfcular grapM«. 

poK,,. »l»tta.e (eg, U5M tab«) prior » EPD of fb. cer^ic »a.»al. H-e f»gi«- 

^^aycr disappean a, a of evapo«rio.^ dissociation or sublma«o. d„„„, 

^^proLinS »      e..-. cot S. Uncs 4-23). Thos     fi>gitive n^al .^d 

b«w«. 40 «>n.luidi« »*s™« and coatag duxi^ sin^in, 4a. «dv,c=s ^ -'•^^ 
fl« eoaa^g as it shrinks d^g sinteri^ 4or.by redod^g tfio ttclihood of large shr»*aBC voids 

or cracks, (see, e.g., col. 8, lines 11-33). 

Hie invefltion preseixtly claimed provides an alternative approach to coaling a porous 

no^-shn^ substrate mlh a unifoxm, densified ceramic layer.  Per amended mdcpcndent 

claims 1 and 50. the approach involves applying by EPD directly to a non-shri^g (e.g., 

sintered) substrate a suspension of ceramic particles having a concentration and size distnbutiori 

of ceramic particles selected to provide a mnform and intact dense ceramic followmg drying and 

sintering of the coated substrate (e.g. a median particle size of about 0.3 microns at a 

concentration of about 0.25 to 1 g / 100 ml) in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and using a ramped 

voltage profile. Thus, the method presently claimed differs from the cited art in its use of 

isopropyl alcohol to suspend the ceramic particle for EPD and its use a ramped voltage profile 

during EPD. since Ishihara 1996 and Basu use constant EPD voltages and ketones and acetic 

acid, respectively, to suspe^id the ceramic particles for EPD.  The particular advantage of 

isopropyl alcohol and the ramped voltage profile was unexpected, but the present inventor have 

found that the particular combination of ceramic particles having the described particle size 

distribution and concentration in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) using a ramped voltage profile m EPD 

results in a uniform film that does not crack on drying or sintering on a non-shrinking substtate 

(constrained sintering), producing a uniform, intact film, fehihara 1996, in particular, actually 

teaches away from the use of an alcohol suspension Kquid, the closest the prior art comes to the 

IPA used in accordance with the present invention, by the finding that coatings deposited usmg 

ethanol as a suspension Uquid resulted in a fihn with "many ciacks" (see page 916, Table 1). It is 

respectfully submitted thai lhat teaching would lead one of skill in the art away from usmg an 

alcohol as a suspension medium. 

Further the presently claimed technique provides important advantages over both the 

Ishihaia and Basu approaches, including, with regard to Ishihara, that the coating is applied with 

a ^le suspension medium in a single step, avoiding the disadvantages of dependence upon an 

iodine solution and a multi-step deposition noted at col. 2, Hues 39-59 of Basu (discussmg 

Ishihara) and, with regard to Basu. that no fugitive material interlayer and associated processmg 

is requir^. Accordingly, the alternative technique of the present invention provides the desired 
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ef&deat. efifeclive way than the tedbniques of the Qited art 

secondary tefer«ac^ cited by Examiner in the rejections user 35 U.S.C 103(^.) do 

notprovide any teadungs to remedythe deficiencies oflsMhara 19^^ 

the present claims- 

Accordingly, vathdxaw^ of the rejections under sections 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103 is 

lespMtfbUy requested. 

Double Patenting 

The obviousaes^type douHe patenting rejection is noted. Independent obims 1 and 50 

have been aniended to incorporate features recited in original dependent claims not subject to the 

double patenting rejection. e.g., raping of the EPD voltage profile (claim 7), the use of IPA as 

the Hquid suspension medium (claim 13), and the concentration of ceramic particles in Ihe 

suspension (claim 14). It is respectfully submitted that Ihese amendments obviate the 

obviousness-type double patenting rejection and its withdrawal is respectfully requested. 

Drawings 

-nxe drawings have been amended in accordance with the Examiner's suggestions- 

Replacement drawing sheets accompany this response. In addition, clean copies of the 

replacement sheets for the amended drawings are being submitted by mail concurrently with the 

filing of this response. 

Condusion 

The amendmenls and claim cancellations are made herein without prejudice to 

prosecution of subject matter disclosed and/or claimed in the application as filed in a subsequent 

oo&tmuatioii applicadoru 

AppHcant believes that all pending claims are aHowable and respectfUly requests a 

Notice of Allowance for this application from the Examiner. Should the Examiner believe that a 

telephone conference would expedite the prosecution of this application, the undersigned can be 

reached at the telephone number set out below. If any ftoher fees are due in comiecuon with the 
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500388 (Order No. LBNLP007). 

Respectfully submitted, 
BEYER WEAVER & THOMAS, D-P 

P.O. Box 778 
Berkeley, CA 94704^778 
(510) 843-6200 
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